LEGENDS & LEGACIES:
A STORY OF A COMMUNITY
AN 8-PART DOCUMENTARY TV SERIES ON THE HISTORY AND
CONTRIBUTION OF JEWS TO SOUTH AFRICA.
EACH EPISODE IS 60 MINUTES,
SHOT IN 4K, WITH AN ORIGINAL MUSIC SCORE.
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A Jewish presence in Southern Africa
can be traced as far back as Fernao
Martins, a ‘converso’ (a Portuguese Jew
who was forced to convert to
Christianity) who was selected by Vasco
da Gama to be his translator on his first
voyage via southern Africa to India in
1497.
Since then, Jewish immigrants and
their descendants have left their mark
on South Africa in many ways. There
have been doctors and lawyers and
rabbis and parliamentarians, hawkers
and diamond-diggers, industrialists and
Randlords, renegade Boer War
commandos and Nobel prize-winners,
social workers, artists and activists. All
these are part of the rich complexity of
Jewish life at the southern tip of Africa.

The makers of this series crossed the
country, from small villages to major
cities, and uncovered little-known
stories, interviewing community
members from all walks of life, finding
both joy and sadness and remarkable
achievement.

Legends and Legacies is the most
comprehensive account of the South
African Jewish community ever
attempted on screen. Conceived and
produced by Mark Wade and written
and presented by Alan Swerdlow, this
series is a careful consideration of how
the community came to be, and found a

Legends and Legacies: A Story of a
Community is the proud story of the
achievements, aspirations, setbacks and
recoveries, as told by South African
Jewish leaders of industry and science,
religion and art, who are the last of a
dwindling community.

home at the foot of Africa.
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EPISODES

Episode 1
"Comings and Goings"
How did the immigrant South African
Jewish community arrive at the foot of
Africa? Who were they, where did they
come from, and where did they go?
Episode 2
"Gib a Kook/Have a Look"
From hawkers to captains of industry, the
same road was trudged.
Episode 3
"Something Tangible"
The establishment of the communal
institutions; from graveyards to schools.
Episode 4

Episode 7

"It all Depends"
The integration of the community into the
civil society that surrounded them.

"My Child Could do Better"
South African Jewish involvement in
theatre, the arts and creativity - and

Episode 5

what it did for the community.

"Longings and Belongings"
The engagement of the community with
the political realities of South Africa.

Episode 8
"Considerations"
An informal gathering of Jewish family

Episode 6

and friends before the Sabbath. In this

"Wondering Jews"
The thinkers, the philosophers, the
writers, the people of science and
medicine and the law – truly a ‘people of

episode we contemplate the present
and the future of South Africa’s Jewish
community.

the books’.
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